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Some good reasons to focus on the GCC

� The GCC growth story (ex-Bahrain) has not been affected by the Arab Spring

� At current oil prices, piling up of both public and private wealth shall remain 
sustained (+8 to 10% per year for private wealth)
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Sovereign wealth funds
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Source: SWF Institute

� A $2 trillions investment pool, of which 
nearly 80% in the hands of 4 SWFs

� Their mission: allocate part of oil revenues 
into diversified international investments.

� Long term investment horizon

� Limitations:
� Sometimes used as private tools for trophy 

acquisitions (Qatar)
� In struggling times, may be re-focused on 

domestic priorities (Bahrain)

� Largest SWFs have progressively insourced most investment management 
functions.

� Medium size SWFs and pension vehicles may offer more compelling 
opportunities for European asset managers / service providers 
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THE PRIVATE WEALTH MARKET

FINANCIAL ASSETS HELD BY HIGH NET WORTH AND UHNW FAMILIES IN GCC COUNTRIES
(with number of UHNW households in each country)

� A USD 1 trillion market (nearly 2 trillions with Levant and African countries), 
expected to grow by 8% / year until 2016

� Nearly 50% of this wealth is in the hands of only 5,000 UHNW families
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PRIVATE WEALTH MARKET: KEY PLAYERS

� A few large international names / early comers still dominate the market

� MENA client assets > $50Bios, with UBS clearly leading

� Large client relationships often date back to the first wave of the oil wealth

� Domestic banks: the big winners in the last 10 years

� Clients’ trust in large international brands structurally affected after the 2008 crisis

� New wealth tend to be kept more onshore, and in simpler products

� A handful of mid-size players managed to develop a $10-20Bios client 
franchise over the last 10 years

� Usually at the price of some significant balance sheet commitment to the region

� Most other private banking players are actually struggling



Commerzbank obtains license for branch in Dubai

Commerzbank, Germany's second largest bank, today announced that it has 

been granted a license by the Dubai Financial Services Authority (DFSA) to 

open a new branch in the Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC).
•United Arab Emirates: Monday, September 03 - 2007 at 15:31 

FLASHBACK: THE MIDDLE EAST, AN ELDORADO?
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Vontobel moves Dubai business to Geneva
GENEVA, SWITZERLAND – Bank Vontobel said Tuesday 19 February that 
it is moving its Dubai onshore business to Geneva and will make its branch 
office in the Swiss city a hub for its Middle East business. The Zurich-based 
bank, long noted for its work as an investment bank, has had offices in 
Geneva since 1993, where it has private and institutional clients.

“Pictet to shut down its Dubai office”



LET’S TRY TO UNDERSTAND WHY

� Do rich people in the Middle East really look like this?



TYPOLOGY OF HNWIs IN THE GULF AND THEIR NEEDS

� The Royals

� Fast expanding families, mostly composed of high spenders (turbulences aheadM)

� Real wealth effectively concentrated with a few high ranking members

� Usually very secretive

� Have their own banks for domestic needs

� Prefer to deal directly with longstanding offshore banks for the rest

� Local entrepreneurs

� Fast expanding / far more visible segment, effectively creating wealth

� Mix of large merchant families and less sophisticated, more recent entrepreneurs

� Problem: only a small share of their wallet is available to international private banks
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� Typical asset allocation of a European entrepreneur:

NOW    TOMORROW    

Financial assets (offshore) 

Financial assets (onshore) 

Proper es (Europe/US) 

Proper es (local) 

Company 

� Typical asset allocation of a GCC local entrepreneur:

� Exit / sale of my company is a 
possible / likely outcome

� Private Banks value my relationship 
because of high future prospects

� I also understand the present and 
future value of a private bank for 
my personal / professional needs

� Company will be transferred to my 
sons

� I use foreign private banks for my 
safety pockets of assets abroad.

� If these current providers are OK, 
why would I bother with new ones?

WHAT MANY PLAYERS FAIL TO GRASP



LET’S TRY TO UNDERSTAND WHY

� The Royals

� Fast expanding families, mostly composed of high spenders (turbulences aheadM)

� Real wealth effectively concentrated with a few high ranking members

� Usually very secretive

� Have their own banks for domestic needs

� Prefer to deal directly with longstanding offshore banks for the rest

� Local entrepreneurs

� Fast expanding / far more visible segment, effectively creating wealth

� Mix of large merchant families and less sophisticated, more recent entrepreneurs

� Problem: only a small share of their wallet is available to international private banks

� Expat entrepreneurs

� Arab expats (Lebanese, EgyptiansM)

� Indian entrepreneurs

� Europeans

� Other business owners (from Central Asia, Africa, PakistanM) using Dubai as a hub 

� Dynamic and cash-rich population (50% of the wealth in the UAE), more accessible to 
new entrants – but yet largely ignored



CONCLUSION

� Players that can roll out solutions addressing local GCC entrepreneurs’
onshore needs shall continue to gain market share

� Major local banks

� Private banks able to commit balance sheet to the region, or to leverage on a retail –
corporate banking franchise.

� Expat entrepreneurs are a more natural target for European players with 
limited foothold in the region. But they also expect real value propositions.

� NRI segment: relatively easier to tap into – for players that have emerging markets’
product and structuring capabilities

� European business owners: already familiar with holistic Private Banking approach

� Specific appetite for wealth planning / asset protection / preparation of liquidity events

� A traditional offshore approach is better suited for players not able to commit 
significant resources in the long run. But it also has its own challenges.

� Very crowded market, where initial entrants enjoy longstanding market shares

� More static pockets of wealth (unless political risk comes into play)

� Regulators targeting suitcase bankers in the wake of post-2008 suitability issues


